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PRESS RELEASE
Arnall Golden Gregory Launches Healthcare Private Equity Industry Team
ATLANTA – Arnall Golden Gregory is pleased to announce the formal launch of a cross-practice
initiative focused on private equity transactions involving the healthcare industry. The
Healthcare Private Equity (HCPE) team is led by Atlanta partners Matt Brohm and Jeff
Friedman. This team brings together the knowledge and experience of the firm’s healthcare
regulatory and healthcare corporate attorneys, providing seamless and coordinated legal
counsel to both buyers and sellers. AGG is ideally situated to work with private equity backed
healthcare companies that require both competitive fee structures and nationally recognized
healthcare regulatory expertise from a sophisticated corporate transaction team. As a trusted
partner on strategic growth initiatives, AGG advised on more than 100 add-on acquisitions
during 2018 alone.
"AGG's lawyers have the depth of experience where our healthcare private equity clients need
us the most. As a midsize firm with a nationally recognized healthcare team, we are unique in
our ability to provide a sophisticated, cost-effective and efficient healthcare transaction team to
a multifaceted set of clients," said Matt Brohm, HCPE co-leader. This industry team was formed
after surveying the extensive work AGG was handling in the healthcare industry and the clients
the firm was serving. "When we assessed the spectrum of work we were handling for
investment banks, private equity firms and other sources of equity to the healthcare industry, we
recognized a need to formalize the firm’s investment in this area and double down on our
strengths,” added Jeff Friedman, HCPE co-leader.
For more information on our healthcare private equity industry team, please click here.

ABOUT ARNALL GOLDEN GREGORY LLP
Arnall Golden Gregory (AGG) is an Am Law 200 law firm with offices in Atlanta and
Washington, DC. Our client-service model is rooted in taking a “business sensibility” approach
of fully understanding how our clients’ legal matters fit into their overall business objectives. We
provide industry knowledge, attention to detail, transparency and value to help businesses and
individuals achieve their definition of success. Our transaction, litigation and regulatory
counselors serve clients in healthcare, real estate, litigation and other dispute resolution,
business transactions, fintech, global commerce, government investigations and logistics and
transportation. With our rich experience and know-how, we don’t ask “if,” we figure out “how.”
Visit us at www.agg.com.

